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Ever thought that scientific publications are too complex? 
 Or that publishing your research seems too daunting a task?

 
To make things easier, we have developed a series of bite-sized

guides covering a range of topics on scientific publications.
 

Let's make the complex simple.
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It improves the chances of publishing your article
and reaching your target audience.

  
An inappropriate journal choice needlessly  prolongs the

publication process and can be costly.  
  

Below are some factors to consider when selecting a target
journal for your article.

Why's it important to choose the right journal
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Journal
scope

Read the journal's scope
carefully. Ensure that the

scope of the journal matches 
your research topic. 

 
Even rigorous, high-impact

work can face rejection if the
research objective is not in
line with that of the target

journal.

Journal
readership

Consider the readership of
the journal. Is the journal read

mostly by scientists or
physicians? Is it read

internationally, regionally, or
locally?

 
Choose a journal that reaches

your target audience.
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Article
Type

Is your article a case report? An
original research article? A

review article? Or perhaps an
expert opinion paper?

  
 Check that the journal accepts

the kind of article that you are
planning to submit.

Journal
visibility

Find out whether the journal is
indexed in reference databases.

 
For greater article visibility,

choose a journal that is indexed
in popular databases such as

PubMed, EMBASE, and
the Cochrane Library. 
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Article 
accessibility

Are articles accessible by journal
subscribers only? Or is there an open

access option available?
 

Check out the publication options
offered by the journal. For greater

article accessibility, select a
journal which publishes open access.

Many journals charge an article
processing fee upon acceptance

of an article for publication.
Such fees can range from

$1000 to $5000.
 

Consider such costs when
selecting a target journal for

your article.
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Cost



Choose a journal that
conducts proper peer-review of the
articles they receive and publishes

high-quality research.
 

Avoid predatory journals that have
poor journal practices and poor

quality control.

Journal 
Reputation
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STILL UNSURE?
Tech Observer's friendly writers are always happy to help. Talk to us to find out more!



Check out the other titles in this series and samples of our work at 
 www.tech-observer.com/cro/medical-writing. 

 
OTHER TITLES
Why Publish?

When & What to Publish?
Evidence-Based Medicine

Post-Publication Tips
Word Choice Guide by Tech Observer (2018 edition)

and many more...
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Tech Observer offers clinical operations, data management, biostatistics and medical writing services for clinical
research. 
Want to know how Tech Observer can assist in your clinical research & medical writing needs? Find out more at
www.tech-observer.com or follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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